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 Introduction 

 The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study is a long-
standing effort to report consistent and comprehensive 
measures of disease burden for the world  [1] . In 2010, the 
GBD study produced the first global estimates of death, 
disability and overall health loss due to ischemic and 
hemorrhagic strokes  [2] . The GBD 2013 study represents 
the most recent update to this work, supported by a col-
laboration of over 1,000 investigators in more than 50 
countries to estimate global incidence, prevalence and 
mortality of over 300 diseases. In addition, the study esti-
mates summary measures for health including years of 
life lost compared with the best observed lifespan, years 
lived with disability (YLDs) and disability-adjusted life 
years. Health loss is then attributed to more than 70 risk 
factors in the domains of behavioral, metabolic and envi-
ronmental/occupational exposures. Estimation for the 
GBD study makes use of custom software to handle enor-
mous amounts of input data and advanced methods in 
computational epidemiology. Results are produced sepa-
rately by sex and 5-year age categories, for the years 1990–
2013. In this paper, we describe the methods used to esti-
mate the global burden of stroke for the GBD 2013 study.
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 Abstract 

 The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study is a long-standing 

effort to report consistent and comprehensive measures of 

disease burden for the world. In this paper, we describe the 

methods used to estimate the global burden of stroke for the 

GBD 2013 study. Pathologic subtypes of stroke are modeled 

separately for two mutually exclusive and exhaustive cate-

gories: (1) ischemic stroke and (2) hemorrhagic and other 

non-ischemic strokes. Acute and chronic strokes are estimat-

ed separately. The GBD 2013 study has incorporated large 

amounts of new data on stroke death rates, incidence and 

case fatality. Disease modeling methods have been updated 

to better integrate mortality and incidence data. Future ef-

forts will focus on incorporating data on the regional varia-

tion in severity of disability. Stroke remains a new area for 

disease modeling. A better understanding of stroke inci-

dence, mortality and severity, and how it varies among coun-

tries, can help guide priority setting and improve health pol-

icy related to this important condition.  © 2015 S. Karger AG, Basel 
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  Methods 

 Case Definitions and Disease Categories 
 The GBD study has adopted the World Health Organization 

definition for stroke as ‘rapidly developing clinical signs of focal 
disturbance of cerebral function lasting more than 24 h or leading 
to death with no apparent cause other than that of vascular origin’ 
 [3, 4] . Transient ischemic attacks, epidural and subdural hemor-
rhage, trauma, malignancy and infection as causes of neurological 
deficits are excluded. Pathologic subtypes of stroke are modeled 
separately for two mutually exclusive categories: (1) ischemic 
stroke and (2) hemorrhagic and other non-ischemic strokes, in-
cluding sub-arachnoid hemorrhage. Acute stroke and chronic 
stroke are estimated separately for each subtype. Acute stroke is 
defined as lasting from symptom onset to 30 days while chronic 
stroke lasts from 31 days until death.

  Mortality 
 The approach to estimating cause-specific mortality for the 

GBD study had been previously described  [5, 6] . For the GBD 2013 
study, a significant amount of new mortality data was added. For 
all causes of death, the number of site-years of mortality data in-
creased from 2,798 to 5,039 vital registration sources and from 486 
to 538 verbal autopsy sources. Substantial amounts of new data 
were included from the countries of China, Russia and Turkey. 
 Table 1  shows the number of site-years of stroke mortality data 
used for the GBD 2013 study.  Table 2  shows the International Clas-
sification of Diseases version 10 (ICD-10) codes used to define 
ischemic and hemorrhagic or other stroke. As in the GBD 2010 
study, non-underlying or ill-defined causes of death were redis-
tributed to one of these two pathological subtypes using statistical 
methods  [7, 8] . For the GBD 2013 study, deaths coded as due to 
transient ischemic attack (ICD-10 codes G45 and G46) were coded 
as ischemic stroke and deaths coded as due to non-ruptured aneu-
rysms (ICD code I67.0) were coded as hemorrhagic stroke.

  Global and regional mortality due to stroke was estimated in the 
Cause of Death Ensemble model (CODEm), an ensemble model 
method developed for the GBD study. CODEm evaluates many dif-
ferent combinations of regression models, two types of cause of 
death data (rates and cause fractions) and a wide range of country-
level data used as covariates  [9] . An ensemble is then created based 
on out-of-sample predictive validity measures and the weighting of 
each sub-model. Stroke was modeled separately by pathologic sub-
types (ischemic, hemorrhagic and other non-ischemic) and also 
separately for all strokes together, using country-level data as addi-
tional covariates for estimates across all included countries.  Table 3  
shows the covariates selected by the ten CODEm models that per-
formed best on the out-of-sample predictive validity tests. Age-, 
sex-, country- and year-specific death rates from the stroke sub-type 
models were adjusted to fit the rates estimated from the all-stroke 
model and, subsequently, with cause of death rates for all-cause 
mortality. Years of life lost are estimated as the product of the count 
of deaths and the GBD standard life expectancy at age of death  [10] .

  Systematic Review of Published Data 
 A systematic review of the scientific literature reporting local or 

national population-based data on incidence, prevalence or case 
fatality due to stroke was performed to update the results of the 
GBD 2010 study through the year 2013. Two formal queries were 
used in the PubMed database. Query 1 was the following: 

((stroke[Mesh]) AND (prevalence[Title/Abstract] OR incidence 
[Title/Abstract]) AND (‘2010’[Date – Publication]: ‘3000’[Date – 
Publication]) AND (hasabstract[text] AND Humans[Mesh] AND 
middle age[MeSH])). Query 2 was the following: ((hasabstract[text] 
AND Humans[Mesh] AND middle age[MeSH]) OR 21) AND 
((hemorrhagic stroke/epidemiology[Mesh] OR hemorrhagic 

Table 1.  Site-years of data used to estimate mortality due to stroke, 
by pathologic stroke subtype and data source type

Stroke type Source type Site-years

Ischemic Surveillance 481
Ischemic Vital registration 3,976
Hemorrhagic or other Surveillance 492
Hemorrhagic or other Vital registration 3,975

Table 2.  ICD-10 codes used for cause of death estimation

Stroke subtype ICD-10 codes

Ischemic strokes G45–G46.8, I63–I63.9, I65–I66.9, I67.2, 
I67.3, I67.5, I67.6, I69.3–I69.398

Hemorrhagic or other 
non-ischemic strokes

I60–I61.9, I62.0–I62.03, I67.0, I67.1, 
I67.7, I69.0, I69.198, I69.2–I69.298

Table 3.  Country-level data selected by the ten most heavily weight-
ed CODEm models

Tobacco use
Smoking prevalence
Cumulative cigarette consumption

Metabolic
Mean body mass index
Mean systolic blood pressure

Socioeconomic
Years of educations per capita
Income per capita
Health system access summary score

Dietary
Alcohol intake in liters per capita
Nut and seed consumption in kilocalories per capita
Pulse and legume consumption in kilocalories per capita
Omega 3 polyunsaturated fat consumption in kilocalories

per capita
Milk consumption in kilocalories per capita
Animal fat consumption in kilocalories per capita
Fruit consumption in kilocalories per capita
Omega 6 polyunsaturated fat consumption in kilocalories

per capita
Whole grain consumption in kilocalories per capita
Red meat consumption in kilocalories per capita
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stroke/mortality[Mesh]) AND (prevalence[Title/Abstract] OR 
incidence[Title/Abstract]) AND (‘2010’[Date – Publication]: 
‘3000’[Date – Publication]) AND (hasabstract[text] AND 
Humans[Mesh] AND middle age[MeSH])).

  Unpublished data from hospital and community-based stroke 
registries were identified via collaborating stroke experts in mul-
tiple countries ( table 4 ). The complete list of citations identified 
and those used for modeling are shown in the online supplemen-
tary appendix table (for all online suppl. material, see www.karger.
com/doi/10.1159/000441083).

  Incidence and Prevalence 
 First-Ever Acute Stroke and Chronic Stroke 
 Disease modeling was performed using DisMod, a Bayesian 

meta-regression software package, that applies the approach of ep-
idemiologic state-transition modeling to estimate consistent pa-
rameters of incidence, prevalence and mortality. The meta-regres-
sion component allows quantification of systematic bias between 
data sources using different methods and coefficients for the co-
variates that can help predict values for geographies with sparse or 
no data. A layered hierarchy of random effects on 7 global super-
regions, 21 GBD regions and countries further assists in estimating 
values for all countries and time periods. DisMod methods have 
been reported in detail, elsewhere  [11, 12] .  Figure 1  is a flow chart 
that shows the steps in estimating stroke prevalence by acuity and 
pathologic subtype that are now described in more detail.

  DisMod was used to separately model epidemiologic parame-
ters for three categories of acute stroke ( fig. 1 , left side): first ever 
acute ischemic, first ever acute hemorrhagic or other stroke, and 
first ever all stroke (including both ischemic and hemorrhagic 
strokes). These models of acute stroke used data on acute stroke 
incidence and 30-day case fatality. Review of the published scien-
tific literature provided 1,974 rows of age-sex-country-stroke sub-
type–specific data for the model while the registry data provided 
1,894 rows of data, and population surveys provided 1,555 rows of 
data. The model for acute ischemic stroke used 2,272 rows of age-
sex-country–specific incidence data and 446 rows of excess mor-
tality data. The model for acute hemorrhagic stroke used 1,760 

rows of age-sex-country–specific incidence data and 378 rows of 
excess mortality data. The model for all acute stroke used 6,866 
rows of age-sex-country–specific incidence data and 270 rows of 
excess mortality data. The model for chronic stroke utilized 1,846 
rows of age-sex-country–specific data on the prevalence on chron-
ic stroke. Data were obtained by covering 74% of countries for 
ischemic stroke and 73% of countries for hemorrhagic stroke. Data 
on the case fatality proportions in the first 30 days were trans-
formed into excess mortality rates using the following equation:

  We assumed the duration for acute stroke to be 30 days but no re-
mission from chronic stroke. We applied an assumption within the 
model that the slope of incidence and excess mortality always in-
creased with age. Ischemic and hemorrhagic or other stroke esti-
mates for incidence were rescaled to the envelope of incidence 
from a model of first-ever stroke of any type. We then multiplied 
incidence by one minus the 30-day case fatality proportion esti-
mated from the excess mortality output of the model, using the 
reverse of the equation described above to estimate the incidence 
of chronic stroke, effectively producing an estimate of the inci-
dence of surviving to 30 days after a stroke. This incidence of 
chronic stroke was used in a new DisMod model along with prev-
alence data from surveys and literature and excess mortality from 
literature to model epidemiologic parameters for chronic stroke. 
Results of the estimation process, including citations of all data 
used for modeling, are available at http://vizhub.healthdata.org/
epi/. 

 Stroke mortality data from vital registration and verbal autop-
sy do not differentiate between deaths that occurred during an 
acute episode of stroke and deaths from chronic stroke. Therefore, 
we used the acute stroke death rates output from DisMod (as ex-
cess mortality rate divided by prevalence) and subtracted these val-
ues from the total stroke deaths rates produced by CODEm to es-
timate the chronic stroke death rate. This estimated chronic stroke 
death rate was used to inform the DisMod model for chronic 
stroke. This was done separately for ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic 
stroke and all strokes combined.

  We modeled chronic stroke as a single model for all stroke 
types in order to be able to use prevalence data on stroke not spec-
ified by subtype. We assume that after the acute phase, mortality 
rates from ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke were similar. This ap-
proach is supported by analyses of linked data between the Perth 
Stroke study and the Western Australian vital registration system 
 [13] . The results of the combined chronic stroke model were split 
back into pathologic stroke subtypes using the ratios of ischemic 
to hemorrhagic incidence rates after surviving the acute episode.

  All Acute Stroke 
 In a second pathway ( fig. 1 , right side), DisMod was used to 

model the epidemiologic parameters for all episodes of acute 
stroke. The same modeling strategy as described above for first-
ever acute stroke was employed but, in this case, we relied on data 
that reflected the incidence of all stroke events, inclusive of recur-
rent events. This was done to estimate prevalence for all acute 
stroke episodes, regardless of whether or not they were first-ever 
strokes, to correctly estimate the burden of disability experienced 
in the first 30 days after all acute strokes for a given population.

Table 4.  Unpublished stroke registry data included in GBD 2013

Danish Stroke Registry 2009
Israel National Acute Stroke Registry 2004–2010
Joinville, Brazil Stroke Registry 2010–2011
Ludhiana, India Population-Based Stroke Registry, Christian

Medical College and Hospital Ludhiana 2010–2013
Mumbai, India Contributory Health Service Scheme Stroke 

Dataset 2013
Nalchik, Russia Stroke Register 2003–2004
Swedish Stroke Register 2012
Tandil, Argentina Program for the Epidemiological Evaluation 

of Stroke (PREVISTA) 2013–2014
Ulyanovsk, Russia Stroke Registry 2004–2006
WHO MONICA Cerebrovascular Event Data for China, 

 Denmark, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, 
Russia, Serbia, and Sweden 1982–1997

Yakutsk, Russia Stroke Registry 2002–2004
Krasnodar, Russia Stroke Registry 1997–2000
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  Disability 
 For GBD 2013, disability weights were derived for 230 unique 

health states using a combined analysis of data from 5 country sur-
veys and an open-access internet survey conducted as part of the 
GBD 2010 study and 4 more recent European surveys  [14, 15] . In 
these surveys, respondents were presented with lay descriptions 
for random pairs of health states and asked to make a judgement 
which of two individuals in either of the two health states is the 
healthier. The proportion of respondents for any given pair indi-
cating that one of the two health states is healthier determined the 
relative distance between severity values for either health state. Ad-
ditional population health equivalence questions were posed for a 
subset of the 230 health states to help anchor the values from the 
pair-wise comparisons onto a scale between zero (no health loss) 
and one (complete health loss or equivalence to death). Five health 

states of increasing severity for stroke were included in the surveys 
( table 5 ).

  The distribution of severity of stroke by these 5 levels was based 
on an analysis of the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey in the 
 United States. Survey respondents with stroke were identified from 
ICD-9 codes and self-reported reasons for encounters with the 
health system. Each respondent was followed for a 2-year period 
with new respondents added annually. Twice over the 2-year fol-
low-up period, respondents were asked to report questions from 
the SF-12, a generic measure of health-related quality of life  [16] . 
Using convenience samples of the Institute for Health Metrics and 
Evaluation staff and participants of GBD training workshops who 
filled in SF-12 based on lay descriptions for a subset of 60 GBD 
health states, we derived a crosswalk between SF-12 answers and 
the GBD disability weight values. Using regression methods with 

  Fig. 1.  Relationship between disease models used to estimate stroke prevalence by acuity and pathologic subtype. 
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dummies for each condition reported by the Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey respondents, we isolated the amount of disability that 
we could attribute to each condition rather than any comorbid dis-
ease. The distribution of the amount of disability in GBD disability 
weight values that was attributed to stroke was then used to bin all 
cases of stroke into 6 categories: no disability from stroke and the 
5 levels of stroke severity for which we had weights assuming 
thresholds at zero and the midpoints between the 5 DW values. For 
acute stroke, we assumed no proportion without disability.

  YLDs are calculated as the product of the prevalence of stroke 
cases in each of the severity levels by the appropriate disability 
weight and a correction for comorbidity with any of the other dis-
ease sequelae estimated in GBD using microsimulation methods 
that have been previously described  [10] . DALYs are the sum of 
YLLs and YLDs.

  Limitations 
 Several limitations remain for the methods used to estimate 

stroke in GBD 2013. Data remain limited from many regions of 
the world. In particular, we relied on severity data specific to the 
 United States and therefore we did not account for regional varia-
tion in chronic stroke disability related to access to treatment and 
rehabilitation services. We assumed that the distribution of stroke 
severity is the same for acute and chronic stroke. However, our 
approach to disability does adjust disability to account for comor-
bidities and account for the proportion that remain asymptomatic 
following stroke.

  While vital registration death data do not differentiate between 
acute and chronic stroke mortality, our approach to using death 
data reflects the incidence of acute stroke and is a plausible meth-
od for estimating death for these two categories of stroke.

  By modeling all stroke types and first-ever stroke separately, 
and partly with different data sources, we may introduce inconsis-
tencies between the estimates for the prevalence of acute and 
chronic stroke. However, this approach allows us to use all avail-
able data, including those from studies that did not assess stroke 
status as incident versus recurrent.

  Conclusion and Future Directions 

 Disease modeling for stroke is a new field with little 
existing research upon which to rely. We have developed 
a method that makes use of all available population-level 
information on the burden of stroke to estimate the glob-
al health lost to cerebrovascular disease. Future efforts 
should focus on three areas. More data should be col-
lected from under-represented regions of the world. Se-
verity distributions should reflect regional variation in 
disability, utilizing real data such as the modified Rankin 
score. The complexity of our approach should be ad-
dressed in order to decrease the need for scaling of inter-
mediate results. Better stroke-specific models will con-
tribute to improved measurement for this important 
condition that accounts for a large amount of health lost 
to non-communicable diseases. A better understanding 
of stroke incidence, mortality and severity, and how it 
varies between countries, can help guide priority setting 
and improve health policy related to this important con-
dition.
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Table 5.  Stroke health states, lay descriptions and disability weight values in GBD 2013

Health state Lay description Disability 
weight

Stroke, long-term consequences, mild Has some difficulty in moving around and some weakness in one 
hand, but is able to walk without help

0.019

Stroke, long-term consequences, moderate Has some difficulty in moving around, and in using the hands for 
 lifting and holding things, dressing and grooming

0.069

Stroke, long-term consequences, moderate plus 
cognition problems

Has some difficulty in moving around, in using the hands for lifting 
and holding things, dressing and grooming and in speaking. The 
person is often forgetful and confused

0.314

Stroke, long-term consequences, severe Is confined to bed or a wheelchair, has difficulty speaking and 
 depends on others for feeding, toileting and dressing

0.544

Stroke, long-term consequences, severe plus 
 cognition problems

Is confined to bed or a wheelchair, depends on others for feeding, 
 toileting and dressing and has difficulty speaking, thinking clearly 
and remembering things

0.578
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